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1  Background 

Introduction 

The Australia Council for the Arts has been monitoring the performance of the arts 
sector in attracting private sector support in different ways for some time. The 
purpose of this report is to track and analyse levels of private sector income of 
Australia Council funded key organisations1 for the years 2008 to 2011. It adapts 
the survey of major performing arts companies conducted by AMPAG2, hence 
complementing that survey’s findings as well as the private sector support survey 
conducted by AbaF3.  
  
131 key organisations that received triennial funding in 2010 and 2011 have been 
included in this year’s report. A list of the participating organisations can be found at 
Appendix 1. 
 
Specific areas of research include: 

 How much private sector income has been received by key organisations 
since 2008? 

 What is the proportion of corporate sponsorship compared to other sources 
of private sector income? 

 Has the amount of corporate sponsorship received by key organisations 
changed in comparison to private giving? 

 What proportion of total income is made up of private sector support? 

 How much corporate sponsorship has been received by key organisations 
since 2008? 

 How much corporate sponsorship is received in the form of in-kind support?  

 How much private giving has been received by key organisations since 
2008? 

 How much private giving is received from foundations and trusts? 

 Has the number of sponsorships and donations increased or decreased 
since 2008? 

 How much is generated from fundraising events? 

 
For each of the above focus questions, findings are presented initially by total 
sector, followed by state and territories, artform and by company size. Details of 
which data group each company belongs to can be found at Appendix 1. 
 

                                            
1
 A key organisation is an organisation that receives multi-year funding from an artform board. Key organisations 

exclude companies designated as Major Performing Arts companies. 
2
 The survey was conducted by Sue Procter for the Australia Council. She has adapted the survey that she 

conducts on behalf of AMPAG (Australian Major Performing Arts Group www.ampag.com.au) with their support and 
co-operation. 
3
 Australia Business Arts Foundation  www.abaf.org.au 
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Methodology 
The report will be updated annually, applying a consistent approach to data 
collection and analysis. Over time this will build a picture of the trends in private 
sector support to these key organisations that can be used by the organisations and 
the Council for strategic planning and evaluation. 
 
A three-phased approach has been developed to meet the requirements of this 
study: 

1. Annual report analysis: The 2008–2011 audited accounts of the 131 
reviewed key organisations were used to capture financial information 
relating to private sector income. The audited accounts were also used to 
establish each company’s total income and net assets.  

2. Company feedback: The financial information from phase one was entered 
into a template and forwarded to all participating companies with a request 
to review and confirm. In addition, participating companies were requested 
to provide information on the costs of raising corporate sponsorship and 
private giving as well as provide indication of the number of sponsorships 
and donations they had received since 2008. No analysis on the costs of 
raising corporate sponsorship has been presented in this report as there is 
currently insufficient information for draw any conclusions. 

3. Data analysis and report preparation: Thirty nine companies (30 percent) 
provided phase two feedback for both the 2010 and 2011 surveys. This 
information, along with the information compiled in phase one has been 
used as the basis for the following report.  

 
Comparison with the 2011 survey 
There are substantial differences in the numbers reported in this survey compared 
to the numbers presented in the 2011 report.  This is due to four companies making 
material changes to historical data and including additional information not included 
in the 2011 report.  As the collection of this type of data is new to key organisation, 
retrospective adjustment has been allowed.  The table below quantifies the 
changes.  It is notable that while the figures have changed, the overall trends 
reported in the 2011 report have not. 
 

 
 

In addition to changes in overall figures, difference in the analysis of the data by 

company size will also be noted.  Changes to this data will form a normal part of this 

survey. This category is reviewed annually with companies being defined into their 

size category based on their total income for the current review year.  When a 

company is moved into a new size category, their historical data is also moved 

allowing for appropriate year on year analysis. 

$m 2008 2009 2010

Previously reported 7.5 7.0 13.6

Adjustment 0.5 0.1 0.1

Corporate sponsorship 8.0 7.1 13.7

Previously reported 11.1 10.5 10.7

Adjustment 0.8 0.7 0.9

Private giving 11.9 11.2 11.6
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Financial information 

Each company has provided an explanation for any financial information contained 
in this report that deviates materially4 from results presented in their annual reports. 
Three main types of derivation have been noted:  

1. The Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) ran a very successful and highly 
publicised capital works campaign, raising funds for the construction of a 
new wing to its gallery. The level of success of this campaign is of such 
magnitude that it has materially affected all results – particularly in 2010. 
Consequently, the capital works campaign of the MCA have been excluded 
from the figures presented in the report.  

2. Five companies reported that they do not include in-kind income in their 
annual report results but have included in-kind data in this report. 

3. Eleven companies apply different classification criterion in their annual 
report. For example, fundraising events are reported in gross rather than net 
terms and donation income is not separately disclosed, but included as part 
of other revenue. 

Rounding 

In order to simplify the report and highlight important trends and changes, figures 
that are over $1m have been rounded to the nearest one hundred thousand and 
figures under $1m have been rounded to the nearest ten thousand.  As a result 
some comparative figures will appear to be incorrect.  For example, the total result 
for 2011 is reported as $23.5m.  The 2010 result is $26.1m.  The report presents the 
movement as $2.5m not $2.6m due to rounding.  This is because the actual figures 
are: 2011 $23,542,551 – rounded to $23.5m; 2010 $26,061,671 – rounded to 
$26.1m; difference $2,519,120 – rounded to $2.5m.  This rounding principal has 
been consistently applied throughout the report. 

 

Key terminology 

 Private sector income means total corporate sponsorship, private giving 
and net fundraising income. It does not include income received from 
ticket/box office sales.  

 Private giving means revenue from a private source and includes donation 
income as well as donations or grants received from foundations and trusts.  

 CPI relates to an inflationary measure calculated by the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics and used to assess historical financial data in real / current terms. 

 Corporate sponsorship relates to both cash and in-kind support paid to an 
organisation in return for advertising/naming rights.  

 Fundraising events includes fundraising dinners, raffles, auctions etc. 

 Large companies are those with a total income greater than $2m in 2011. 

 Medium companies reported total income between $800k and $2m in 2011. 

 Small companies generated less than $800k in total income in 2011. 

 Literature companies include those funded by the Literature Board and 
those companies that have a primary publishing function – for example 
Artlink and Eyeline Publishing Ltd. 

                                            
4
 Materiality has been set at 10 percent 
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 Cross-artform companies are those who incorporate multiple artforms as 
part of their primary function. For example, The Performance Space delivers 
an artistic program that incorporates visual arts, dance and theatre.  It 
additionally includes companies defined as community based or Council 
initiatives, such as Arts Law Centre of Australia and Yirra Yaaking Aboriginal 
Corporation. 
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2  Key findings 

The audited financial statements of the 131 key organisations were used as the 

basis for the financial information.  

Of these 131 companies, 39 provided additional information relating to the number 

of sponsorships and donations received, allowing for limited further analysis of 

activity levels. 

The key findings of this report are as follows: 

 

 Total private sector income earned by the 131 key organisations in 

2011 was $23.5m. This result was a decrease on the amount reported in 

2010 ($26.1m). 

 

 There has been a modest decrease in private sector income as a 

percentage of total income. In 2011, private sector income made up 14.2 

percent of total income of key organisations. In 2010, private sector made up 

16.1 percent of total income. 

 

 The distribution of private sector income was not even across key 

organisations.  The top 10 private sector income generators make up 61 

per cent of total revenue earned. Twelve companies (9 percent) of 131 

companies examined reported receiving no private sector income at all in 

2011. 

 

 The $10.9m received as corporate sponsorship in 2011 made up 46 

percent of total private sector income falling from 53 percent in 2010. 

 

 The reported decrease in corporate sponsorship was due to a $2.9m 

decrease in in-kind support. Cash sponsorship levels in 2011 remained 

stable at $7.2m ($7.1m in 2010). 

 

 Corporate sponsorship has increased in real terms but private giving has not 

kept pace with CPI. In 2011, $11.9m was received as donations and/or 

foundation and trust support – up 2.7 percent on 2010 but down 0.5 

percent on 2008 levels. 

 Only four years of data have been examined in the second year of this 
report, making long-term trends difficult to accurately determine. Many of the 
reported fluctuations are due to a spike in earnings of single companies. 
Whether these spikes are part of the normal cycle of private sector 
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giving/sponsorship for the sector or aberrant cannot be determined within 
the scope of this study. Some of the data spikes include: 

- The financial results of the Biennale fluctuate materially on a two year 
cycle in line with its program. 2011 was a non-exhibition year for the 
company. 

- In 2010 the $1.6m increase in private sector support for South 
Australian companies was due to the inclusion of substantial one-off 
in-kind support of a single company. Much of the reported decrease 
in revenue in 2011 is attributable to the normalisation of this 
company’s figures. 

- In 2008 one Victorian company ran a substantial fundraising 
campaign to purchase a building. This campaign materially affected 
the Victorian private giving results in that year. 

 

 Noting that the underlying data may be affected by aberrant results of single 

companies, some possible trends that are emerging from the data include: 

 

- Only companies from the ACT, Northern Territory and WA have 
reported increases exceeding CPI in both corporate sponsorship and 
private giving over the review period.  

- WA companies have reported the strongest growth in corporate 
sponsorship over the review period. They are however less 
successful in securing private giving. 

- NSW companies receive the highest level of private giving – at an 
average of $196k per company – however the distribution of earnings 
was not even across these companies. Only seven of the 34 
companies examined reported earning more than this $196k 
average. 

- Victorian companies are finding it difficult to raise corporate 
sponsorship income. Only 12 of the 29 companies received corporate 
sponsorship income in 2011 (down from 17 in 2010). Of these 12 
companies, six reported earning less than $25k. 

- Companies from the Northern Territory receive the highest proportion 
of private giving from foundation and trusts (as opposed to individual 
donations).  

- Visual arts companies continue to dominate the results – with the 40 
participating companies making up $12.1m or 51 percent of the 
sector earnings. It is notable that four of the 40 visual arts companies 
dominate the results of this art form. 

- Dance, theatre and literature companies report significantly lower 
levels of private sector income compared to music, visual arts and, to 
a lesser extent, cross-artform companies. 

- Music companies reported the lowest proportion of private giving 
from foundations and trusts. 81.5 percent of private giving is received 
from individual donations for this artform.  

 

 As only thirty nine companies provided data on the number of 

sponsorships/private giving secured, no  conclusions can be  drawn. 
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However, among those responding, it appears that organisations are 

working harder to attract sponsorship and private donations: 

- The average number of cash corporate sponsorships secured by 
each company has increased by 46.7 percent, whilst the average 
value of those sponsorships has decreased by 50.0 percent between 
2008 and 2011.    

- The average number of in-kind corporate sponsorships secured by 
each company has increased by 56.5 percent and the average value 
of those sponsorships has increased by 21.2 percent between 2008 
and 2011.    

- The average number of private donations secured by each company 
has increased by 97.6 percent, whilst the average value of those 
donations has decreased by 38.1 percent between 2008 and 2011.    
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3  Summary findings 

Key organisations received $23.5m in private sector income in 2011 – a decrease of 
$2.5m or 9.7 percent on 2010 results5. Since 2008, private sector income has 
increased $3.0m or 14.5 percent and is tracking just ahead of CPI for the same 
period. 

 

Exhibit A: Total private sector income – 131 key organisations: 2008–2011  

 

It is difficult to interpret the reported decrease in private sector income in 2011 due 
to the limited data available.  The four years of data presented indicates that some 
parts of the sector may operate on a two-year cycle.  The 2011 result could 
therefore represent an increase on 2009 levels, with 2008 and 2010 representing 
peak earning periods.   

It is difficult to interpret the reported decrease in private sector income in 2011 due 
to the limited data available.  The four years of data presented indicates that the 
sector may operate on a two-year cycle.  The 2011 result could therefore represent 
an increase on 2009 levels, with 2008 and 2010 representing peak earning periods.   

As indicated in the key findings, a number of organisations have reported 
substantially one-off sponsorships / donations throughout the review period.  
Removal of these organisations from the data reveals a smoother pattern of growth 
(ref Exhibit A (ii) over).   

There is currently insufficient data to ascertain if these one-off sponsorships / 
donations are a normal feature of private sector income across key organisations or 
whether the amounts received during this 2008-2011 period are aberrant.  Once 

                                            
5 The Museum of Contemporary Art has run a highly successful capital works campaign to support the 

redevelopment of its building.  Due to the scale of support attracted by this campaign – particularly in 2010 - private 
sector funding specifically received for this project has been excluded from the survey.   
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data is received for 2012, a more solid context for the reported decrease in 2011 will 
be available. 

Exhibit A (ii): Total private sector income – key organisations: 2008–2011 (excluding 
companies with substantial one-off donations / sponsorships)  
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In 2011, private sector income made up 14.2 percent of total income for key 
organisations – down on 2010 levels.  In 2010, private sector income made up 16.1 
percent. 

 

Exhibit B: Ratio of private sector income to total income – key organisations: 2008–
2011 

 

 

Of the total $23.5m reported in 2011, $10.9m (50 percent) was received in the form 
of corporate sponsorship, $11.9m (46 percent) was from private giving and a net 
amount of $0.8m (3 percent) was raised from fundraising events. 

 

Exhibit C: Sources of revenue – key organisations: 2011 

 

 

The 131 key organisations reported a decrease of $2.8m or 20.7 percent in total 
corporate sponsorship earnings in 2011. This decrease was not universal across all 
companies. Fifty five of the 131 examined organisations reported a $5.2m decrease 
in earnings in 2011, 35 reported no change and 41 companies (31.3 percent) 
collectively reported earning $2.4m more in 2011 compared to 2010. 
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Exhibit D: Corporate sponsorship – key organisations: 2008–2011 

 

 

It is interesting to note that the reported fall in corporate sponsorship income relates 
to a fall in in-kind earnings. Cash sponsorship remained relatively constant in 2011 
compared to 2010. In-kind sponsorship relates to all non-cash types support of an 
organisation.  Typical in-kind sponsorship includes, printing / media advertising, 
airfares and accommodation and professional fees such as legal and accounting 
services.  

 

Exhibit E: Corporate sponsorship – cash and in-kind support 
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Although private giving has increased modestly since 2009, it has not kept pace 
with CPI.  In 2011, key organisations received $11.9m – an increase of $0.3m or 2.7 
percent on 2010 levels. Sixty two of the 131 examined organisations collectively 
reported a $3.6m increase. Thirteen companies reported no change and 56 
companies (42.7 percent) reported a $3.2m decrease in private income in 2011 
compared to 2010. 

 

Exhibit F: Private giving – key organisations: 2008–2011 
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Analysis by states and territories 

The following table provides a summary of total private sector income in 2011 by 
states and territories: 

 

Exhibit G: Total private sector income – by states and territories: 2011 

 

 

 

Australian Capital Territory 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the six companies from the Australian 
Capital Territory was $0.7m – an increase of $201k compared to 2010 results and 
$250k on 2008 results. The reported jump in earnings in 2011 was relatively 
widespread with four of the six companies reporting increases exceeding CPI for the 
period.  

The reported increase stemmed from both private giving (with three companies up 
$130k on 2010), and to a lesser extent, corporate sponsorship (with two companies 
up $80k). One company reported no change throughout the period (having 
generated no income from the private sector) and one company reported 
deterioration. 

Only companies from the ACT, Northern Territory and WA have reported increases 
exceeding CPI in both corporate sponsorship and private giving.  

ACT companies receive a relatively high proportion of sponsorship in the form of 
cash (63.9 percent) compared with NSW (44.2 percent) and Victoria (52.8 percent).   

Companies from the ACT also reported that a relatively high proportion of their total 
income is derived from private sector support - 19.4 percent compared to the sector 
average of 14.5 percent. 

 
New South Wales 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 34 New South Wales companies was 
$11.3m – a decrease of $552k compared to 2010 results and a $1.3m increase on 
2008 results. This reported decrease in 2011 was due to the two-year program / 
financial cycle of the Biennale of Sydney. Ignoring the fall in private sector income 
reported by the Biennale reveals a $1.4m upswing, with 19 of the 34 analysed 

ACT(6) NSW(34) NT(9) QLD(20) SA(19) TAS(5) VIC(32) WA(13)

Corporate sponsorships $0.5 $4.1 $0.5 $0.5 $0.8 $0.1 $0.8 $3.5 

Fundraising events $0.0 $0.4 $- $0.0 $0.1 $0.0 $0.2 $0.0 

Private giving $0.2 $6.7 $0.5 $0.5 $0.4 $0.1 $2.8 $0.7 

$m
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companies reporting increases at a rate greater than CPI.  Ten companies reported 
a collective deterioration of $772k in 2011 compared to 2010. 

The overall corporate sponsorship results are dominated by companies from NSW 
and WA.  In 2011, WA and NSW companies made up 35 percent of the number of 
companies reviewed but received 70 percent of total corporate sponsorship 
reported by the sector  

NSW companies received $4.1m in corporate sponsorship income in 2011 – down 
$858k / 17 percent on 2010 levels. While this decrease was driven by the Biennale, 
the underlying figures still reveal relatively high volatility. Removing the Biennale 
results reveals a $0.5m increase in earnings – with twelve companies reporting 
increased earnings and fourteen companies reporting decreases6.  This pattern of 
volatility is similar over the longer term – however there does appear to be an 
overall upward trend emerging with fourteen companies reporting increases beyond 
CPI since 2008. 

It is also important to note that the reported fall in corporate sponsorship income in 
2011 relates to a fall in in-kind, rather than cash sponsorship. NSW companies 
reported receiving $2.3m in in-kind support in 2011, down from $3.4m in 2010. 

 

Exhibit H: Corporate sponsorship – cash / in-kind – NSW companies: 2008-2011 

 

 

 NSW companies reported the highest level of private giving of the sector – at 
$7.2m or an average of $196k per company. The distribution of earnings however 
was not even across these companies. Only seven of the 34 companies examined 
reported earning more than this $196k average.  

 

Exhibit I: Average private giving– by states and territories: 2008-2011 
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Northern Territory 

Total private sector income in 2010 for the nine Northern Territory companies was 
$957k – a decrease of $80k compared to 2010 but a $663k increase on 2008 
results. While this result is partially affected by two companies providing no 2008 
data (and therefore driving the reported jump in earnings), five other companies 
have reported increases in private sector support in 2011 compared to 2008.  

NT companies reported a collective $109k increase in corporate sponsorship in 
2011 compared to 2010.  It is important to note that this increase was due to the 
results of just two companies.  Three companies reported deterioration and four 
companies reported no change - having received no corporate sponsorship income 
over the review period.   

It is interesting to note that all companies who received in-kind sponsorship in 2010 
reported a fall in income from this source in 2011.  The reported increase in 
corporate sponsorship in 2011 was due to two companies securing additional cash 
sponsorship. 

 

Exhibit J: Corporate sponsorship – cash / in-kind – NT companies: 2008-2011 

 

 

NT companies reported $485k in private giving in 2010 – down $188k on 2010 
results.  This deterioration was relatively widespread with five of the nine companies 
receiving less in 2011 and two companies reporting no change. Only two companies 
reported an increase.  

NT companies continue to report receiving a high proportion of private giving from 
foundations and trusts – at 82.3 percent.  Only Tasmanian companies reported a 
higher percentage in 2011.  

 
Queensland 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 17 Queensland companies was $1.0m – 
a decrease of $442k compared to 2010 and $148k on 2008 results. Queensland 
companies have reported receiving an average of just $59k per company in private 
sector income – the second lowest result (behind Tasmania) of the other states and 
territories. 

Queensland companies secured $543k in corporate sponsorship income in 2011, 
down $158k on 2010 and $99k on 2008 results. Only six of the 17 companies 
reported an increase in corporate sponsorship earnings in 2011 and again, only six 
companies have generated more from this source in 2011 compared to 2008.  It 
would appear from the data that Queensland companies are finding it difficult to find 
traction in securing corporate sponsorship income over the longer term. 

Queensland companies reported receiving $454k in private giving in 2010 – down 
$210k on 2010 results and $55k on 2008. This reported decrease was relatively 
widespread with ten of the 17 companies reporting receiving less from private giving 
in 2011 compared to 20107. 

                                            
7
 This reported decrease may be due to the Queensland floods and private giving being diverted away from the arts. 

State ($'000) 2008 2009 2010 2011

30.3 116.0 168.1 421.8

46.4% 47.9% 46.3% 89.4%

35.0 126.4 194.9 50.0

53.6% 52.1% 53.7% 10.6%

Cash

NT
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South Australia 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 19 South Australian companies was 
$1.3m – down a substantial $2.0m on 2010 results and $410k on 2008 levels. It is 
important to note that the 2010 result was materially impacted by a single company 
that reported a $1.5m one-off in-kind sponsorship. Removing the impact of this 
sponsorship reveals that SA companies are still reporting a decline of $0.5m in 
private sector income in 2011 compared to 2010. 

Corporate sponsorship income for SA companies in 2011 was $803k.  Only two of 
the 19 companies reporting an increase in corporate sponsorship on 2010 levels 
and only six companies are earning more from this source in 2011 compared to 
2008.  

SA companies have reported receiving $417k in private giving in 2011 – down 
$407k on 2010 and $186k on 2008 results. Only eight companies reported earning 
more from private giving in 2011 compared to 2010, with just three reporting they 
received more than $10k on 2010 results. 

 
Tasmania 

The five Tasmanian companies generated $148k in private sector income in 2011 – 
the lowest of the sector. This result was $34k down on 2010 results and $55k less 
than amounts received in 2008. 

Corporate sponsorship income in 2010 for Tasmanian companies was $83k – down 
$11k from 2008. All but one Tasmanian company have reported earning less from 
corporate sponsorship in 2011 compared to 2008. 

Private giving appears to have stagnated in Tasmania. In 2008, three companies 
reported receiving $109k. In 2011, three companies received a collective $62k. 

 
Victoria 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 29 Victorian companies was $3.8m – an 
increase of $369k compared to 2010 results and a decline of $1.4m on 20088 
results. The underlying data shows considerable volatility in earnings for companies 
from this state. In 2011, 16 companies collectively reported a decrease of $543k 
compared to 2010 and 12 companies secured $911k more in private sector support 
over the same period. 

Victorian companies are, in general, struggling to generate significant corporate 
sponsorship income. Only 12 of the 29 companies received corporate sponsorship 
income in 2011 (down from 17 in 2010). Of these 12 companies, six reported 
earning less than $25k. Victorian companies reported earning an average of $28k 
per company in corporate sponsorship - contrasting sharply with Western Australian 
companies who reported receiving an average of $296k per company.  

Victorian companies reported receiving $2.8m in private giving in 2011 – up $462k 
on 2010 results but down $1.4m on 2008. This reported decrease from 2008 is due 
to one company running a significant capital works fundraising campaign in that 
year. Examining the underlying data again reveals considerable volatility in private 
giving, with 14 of the 29 companies reporting receiving a collective $857k more in 
2011 compared to 2010 and 139 receiving $395k less. One significant factor is the 
number of companies that received private giving in 2011 increased sharply on 
2010.  In 2010, 19 companies received private giving (with 10 receiving no income 

                                            
8
 It is important to note that private sector income in 2008 was very high due to the one-off capital fundraising 

campaign of a single organisation. 
9
 Two companies have reported receiving no private giving throughout the review period. 
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from this source), in 2011 the number of companies that received private giving 
increased to 25.  

 
Western Australia 

Western Australian companies have reported the highest increase of private sector 
income over the review period. In 2011 these companies received $4.3m – an 
increase of $2.7m from 2008.  

This result was driven by a significant increase in the amount secured as corporate 
sponsorship. It is important to note however that this reported increase in revenue 
was not universally enjoyed by all examined WA companies. Only nine of the 12 
companies received corporate sponsorship in 2011 – with four of these companies 
reporting a decrease in support compared to 2010. The substantial surge in income 
in 2010 was due to the result of a single company receiving significant support from 
a major mining company. 

 

Exhibit K: Average corporate sponsorship – by states and territories: 2008–2011 

  

  

It is interesting to note that WA companies have reported the lowest levels of in-kind 
support – with 99.2 percent of total corporate sponsorship received as cash. Most 
other states and territories report about half of their total corporate sponsorship 
being received as in-kind support. More analysis is required to ascertain whether 
this low level of in-kind support has led to an understatement of corporate 
sponsorship for the state, or whether WA corporations support key organisations 
differently to other states. 

 

Exhibit L: Corporate sponsorship – cash / in-kind – WA companies: 2008-2011 
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WA companies are less successful in securing private giving compared to corporate 
sponsorship. In 2011, the 12 examined companies reported securing $730k with 
five companies reporting that they received less than $5k.   

Even with modest private giving, WA companies have reported the highest 
proportion of their total income being derived from the private sector – at 24.5 
percent compared to the sector average of 14.5 percent.  This result is due to the 
high level of corporate sponsorship received by these companies. 

 

Exhibit M: Ratio of private sector income to total income – by states and territories: 
2011 
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Analysis by artform 

The following table provides a summary of total private sector income in 2011 by 
artform: 

 

Exhibit N: Total private sector income – by artform: 2011 

 

 

 
Cross-artform 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 25 cross-artform companies was $4.1m 
– an increase of $330k compared to 2010 results and $1.3m on 2008 results. The 
reported increase in 2011 was not universal - fifteen companies reported a 
collective increase of $1.1m compared to 2010 and nine companies deteriorated.  

Only half of the cross-artform companies received corporate sponsorship income in 
2011. The thirteen companies reporting income collectively received $1.1m – up 
$593k on 2010 levels. This increase was primarily due to the results of a single 
company.  

Cross-artform companies receive a higher proportion of sponsorship in the form of 
cash compared to other art forms.  In 2011, cross-artform companies reported 
receiving 96.1 percent of corporate sponsorship as cash. The other art forms 
reported cash sponsorships making up between 75.9 percent (music companies) 
and 52.7 percent (dance companies) of total corporate sponsorship income.   

 

Exhibit O: Sponsorship – cash / in-kind – Cross-artform companies: 2008-2011 

 

 

Cross-artform companies received $3.0m in private giving in 2011 – down $297k on 
2010 results and up $374k on 2008. Cross-artform companies reported receiving 
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the highest proportion of private giving from trusts and foundations of the sector.  In 
2011, 85.9 percent of private giving was received from trusts and foundations – in 
contrast with music companies who only received 18.5 percent of their private giving 
from this source. 

 
Dance 

Total private sector income for the 11 dance companies was $508k in 2010 – a 
decrease of $174k on 2010 results and an increase of just $48.k on 2008 levels. 
Dance companies received the lowest average earnings from the private sector of 
the all the performing / visual arts companies10.   

In 2011 private sector income made up just 4.5 percent of total income for dance 
companies – the lowest of the sector. 

 

Exhibit P: Ratio of private sector income to total income – by artform: 2011 

 

 

Dance companies are struggling to generate corporate sponsorship income. In 2011 
dance companies received just $201k from this source – down $181k from 2010 
and down $113k on 2008. In 2011, only six of the 11 companies reported receiving 
corporate sponsorship – down from eight companies in 2010.  Of the six companies 
who received corporate sponsorship in 2011, only one company reported a (very 
modest11) increase on 2010 levels.  

Dance companies received $301k in private giving in 2011 – up a modest $25k on 
2010 levels and $174k on 2008.  The reported increase in 2011 was due to the 
results of three companies, seven companies reported earning less in 2011 
compared to 2010.   

 
Literature 

Total private sector income for the eight literature companies was $312k – a 
decrease of $316k on 2010 levels. This decrease was primarily due to a reported 
fall in earnings by two companies.  Literature companies – along with dance and 
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theatre companies – report significantly lower levels of average earnings compared 
to other artforms. 

Literature companies find it difficult to attract corporate sponsorship income. In 
2011, literature companies received $114k in corporate sponsorship – an average 
of just $14k per company and the lowest of the sector.  This result was down $30k 
on 2010 levels but up $28k on 2008.   

In 2011 literature companies received $180k in private giving, down a substantial 
$288k on 2010 levels. Five of the eight companies reported earning less in 2011 
compared to 2010 – two substantially so. 

 
Music 

Total private sector income for the 15 music companies was $3.7m – an increase of 
$351k on 2010 levels and $1.2m increase in 2008. In 2010, music companies 
reported that – at 22.2 percent – private sector income made up the highest 
proportion of total income of all art forms. (Refer Exhibit P) 

Corporate sponsorship income for music companies in 2011 was $1.6m – down 
$141k on 2010.  The fall in income was relatively widespread, with eight of the 15 
companies reported earning less from corporate sponsorship in 2011 and just six 
companies reporting an increase.  

Music companies have been the most successful art form in lifting private giving 
over the review period. They received $2.0m in private giving in 2011, an increase 
of $515k on 2010 results and $908k on 2008 levels. This increase was relatively 
widespread, with nine companies up on 2010 levels and seven reporting receiving 
more than $25k. Music companies, on average, receive the highest level of private 
giving of the sector – at $131k per company. 

 

Exhibit Q: Average private giving – by artform: 2008–2011 

 

Interestingly, music companies have also reported the lowest proportion of private 
giving being received from foundations and trusts. In 2011, these companies 
reported that foundations and trusts made up 18.5 percent of total private giving – 
contrasting from the results of cross-artform (85.9 percent) and dance (61.9 
percent) companies. 
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Theatre 

Total private sector income for the 32 theatre companies was $2.8m – an increase 
of $496k on 2010 levels12. This reported increase was relatively widespread with 19 
companies reporting that they received $864k more in 2011 compared to 2010. 
Twelve companies reported a collective $367k decrease.  

Many theatre companies appear to struggle to secure corporate sponsorship 
income.  Only half (16) of the 32 companies reported receiving corporate 
sponsorship income in 2011. Of these 16, only six reported earning more than $25k 
with only one company reporting strong and consistent growth over the review 
period. Seven companies who received corporate sponsorship income in 2010 
reported no income from this source in 2011. 

Theatre companies received $1.8m in private giving in 2011 – up $693k on 2010 
levels.  The reported increase in 2011 was widespread with 18 of the 32 companies 
receiving more from this source in 2011 compared to 2010.  

 

Visual arts 

Private sector income is dominated by the results of visual arts companies. In 2011, 
the 40 participating companies received $12.1m in private sector income – making 
up 51.5 percent of the entire sector. While the amount raised is partially due to the 
number of companies, average results for visual arts companies are also 
substantially greater.  

Analysing the underlying data reveals that four companies drive the overall result for 
this artform. In 2011, these companies made up 81.2 percent of total income for the 
visual arts.  

The overall decrease in private sector income for key organisations has been driven 
by a decrease in corporate sponsorship for visual arts companies.  As already 
reported, much of this decrease relates the two year program/financial cycle of the 
Biennale of Sydney.  In addition, the 2011 result has been affected by one company 
reporting a very significant one-off in-kind sponsorship in 2010. Despite these two 
companies reporting a substantial fall in corporate sponsorship, visual arts 
companies still report the highest average earnings from this source. 

 

Exhibit R: Average corporate sponsorship – by artform: 2008–2011 

 

                                            
12

 The 2008 result for theatre companies was unusually high due to a one-off fundraising campaign to purchase a 
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Private giving for visual arts companies has continued to decline – with income 
falling for the second consecutive year. Despite this fall, visual arts companies 
reported $4.6m in private giving – the highest amount for the sector, and the third 
highest average (behind music and cross-artform). The underlying data is difficult to 
interpret and more data across more years is required to fully understand the private 
giving trend for this art form.  Half (19) of the companies have reported a fall in 
income – some, including the Biennale, substantially so.  Seventeen companies 
have reported increases – again, a number substantially so.  Nine companies are 
reporting private giving for the first time in 2011 and four are reporting no income 
despite having consistently raised income from this source from 2008 to 2010. 
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Analysis by company size 

The following table provides a summary of total private sector income in 2011 by 
company size: 

 

Exhibit S: Total private sector income – by company size: 2011 

 

 

Large  

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 15 large companies was $12.7m – a 
decrease of $1.2m compared to 2010 and an increase of $3.1m on 2008 results. 
The reported decrease on 2010 results was primarily due to the Biennale of Sydney 
who operates on a two year program / financial cycle.  

Large companies reported that private sector income made up 19.3 percent of their 
total income – substantially higher than medium and small companies. 

 

Exhibit T: Ratio of private sector income to total income – by company size: 2011 
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In 2011, total corporate sponsorship for large companies was $6.6m – down $1.6m 
on 2010 results.  Despite this fall, large companies receive substantially more 
corporate sponsorship income – at an average of $438k per company – than 
medium and small companies. 

 

Exhibit U: Average corporate sponsorship – by company size: 2008–2011 

 

 

 

Large companies received $299k more from private giving in 2011 compared to 
2010. Nine of the 15 large companies reported receiving a collective $1.3m more in 
private giving in 2011 compared to 2010. 

Large companies received proportionally less from foundations and trusts compared 
to medium and small companies. Large companies reported that foundation and 
trust revenue made up 32.9 percent of total private giving – in contrast with medium 
(62.2 percent) and small (43.0 percent) companies. 

 

Medium  

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 54 medium companies was $8.1m – a 
decrease of $22k compared to 2010 but up $235k on 2008 results. The reported 
decrease from 2010 levels is due to one company including a substantial one-off in-
kind sponsorship in that year.  Ignoring the impact of this sponsorship reveals an 
increase of $1.5m. 

Medium companies have increased corporate sponsorship earnings by $990k on 
2010 results13 – with 20 of the 54 companies earning a collective $1.5m more from 
this source in 2011.  Twenty two companies reported a fall of $461k in corporate 
sponsorship income and 11 companies received no corporate sponsorship income 
in 2011. 

Medium companies received $4.6m in private giving in 2010 – up $641k on 2010, 
but down $1.2m on 2008 results. It is important to note that the increase ($641k) on 
2010 masks a more turbulent outcome present in the underlying data. Of the 54 
medium companies, 24 companies collectively reported a decrease of $966k in 
private sector support in 2011 compared to 2010. Twenty six companies secured 
$1.6m more private sector support over the same period.  

                                            
13
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Small 

Total private sector income in 2011 for the 62 small companies was $2.8m – a 
decrease of $1.3m compared to 2010 and $331k on 2008 results.  

In 2011, of the 62 small companies, only 28 reported securing any corporate 
sponsorship at all. Of this, only 13 companies reported earning more than $25k.  

In 2011, small companies received just $1.6m in private giving. Small companies 
are slightly more successful in securing private giving compared to corporate 
sponsorship. In 2011, 47 companies received some form of private giving, with 21 of 
these companies receiving amounts over $25k. 

 

Exhibit V: Average private giving – by company size: 2008–2011 
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4  Detailed findings 

Total private sector income 

Total private sector income – all key organisations 

 

How much private sector income has been received by key organisations 
since 2008? 

Key organisations received $23.5m in private sector income in 2011 – a decrease of 
$2.5m or 9.7 percent on 2010 results. Since 2008, private sector income has 
increased $3.0m or 14.5 percent and is tracking ahead of CPI. 

 

Exhibit 1: Total private sector income – key organisations: 2008–2011

 

It is difficult to interpret the reported decrease in private sector income in 2011 as 
only limited data is available.  The four years of data currently available indicates 
that the sector may operate on a two-year cycle.  The 2011 result therefore 
represents an increase on 2009 levels, with 2008 and 2010 representing peak 
earning periods.  Once data is received for 2012 a more solid context for this 
reported decrease in 2011 will be available. 
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What is the proportion of corporate sponsorship compared to other 
sources of private sector income? 

In 2011, total private sector income was made up of 50 percent corporate 
sponsorship, 46 percent private giving and 3 percent was raised from fundraising 
events. 

 

Exhibit 2: Sources of revenue – key organisations: 2011

 

 

Has the amount of corporate sponsorship received by key 
organisations changed in comparison to private giving? 

Like the overall total private sector income results, it is difficult to interpret the 
proportional split of income source.  Private giving compared to corporate 
sponsorship increased substantially in 2010, and key organisations also reported a 
higher proportion in 2008 (compared to 2009).  More data is required to fully 
understand the current results however it appears that key organisations are 
operating on a two-year cycle, with a trend towards increasing reliance on private 
giving compared to corporate sponsorship support. 

 

Exhibit 3: Sources of revenue – key organisations: 2008–2011 

 

 

What proportion of total income is made up of private sector support? 

Total income includes all government funding, earned income (such as box office, 
fees etc) and interest received by a company in a given year. An increase in the 
proportion of private sector income to total income implies two things: 

1. An increased success rate in securing private sector support. 
2. An increased reliance on private sector income to meet operational needs. 

In 2011, private sector income made up 14.2 percent of total income for key 
organisations – down on 2010 levels.  In 2010, private sector income made up 16.1 
percent. 

 

Further data is required to fully understand the reported fall in the proportion of 
private sector income to total income in 2011.  The data that is currently available 
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implies a two year cycle of earning may exist for some parts of the sector.  If this 
implication is correct, the reported 14.2 percent reported in 2011 is an increase on 
the 12.9 percent reported in 2009 following a peak in earnings in 2010. 

 

 

Exhibit 4: Ratio of private sector income to total income: 2008–2011 
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Total private sector income – by states and territories 

 

How much private sector income – analysed by states and territories – 
has been received by key organisations since 2008? 

Of the reported $23.5m private sector income received by key organisations in 2011 
– $11.3m or 47.8 percent was received by companies that reside in NSW. 
Companies from WA reported 18.2 percent of total private sector income, Victorian 
companies, 16.5 percent, SA companies, 5.4 percent, Queensland companies, 4.3 
percent, NT companies, 4.1 percent, companies from the ACT, 3.2 percent and 
Tasmanian companies, 0.5 percent. 

 

Exhibit 5: Total private sector income – by states and territories: 2011 

 

 

ACT, NSW, NT and WA companies have reported increases in private sector 
income in 2011 compared to 2008. WA companies have reported the greatest 
proportional increase – receiving an additional $2.6m (in real terms / adjusted for 
CPI). Victorian companies reported a fall of more than $1.7m from private sector 
income in 2011 compared to 2008.  The 19 SA companies reported a fall of $547k 
from 2008 to 2011.  Although SA has reported a very large decrease in sponsorship 
income from 2010 to 2011, this is due to one company reporting a very substantial 
one-off in-kind sponsorship in 2010. 

 

Exhibit 6: Total private sector income – by states and territories: 2008–2011 
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NSW companies have essentially maintained their share of the market since 2008. 
Both WA and NT companies have consistently increased their share – up 10.3 and 
2.5 percent respectively. SA companies make up proportionally less of the market in 
2011 compared to 2010 (down from 12.7 to 5.3 percent)14.  

 

Exhibit 7: Sources of revenue – by states and territories: 2008–2011  

 

What proportion of total income – by states and territories – is made up 
of private sector support? 

Income is the total income generated by a company in a given year. An increase in 
the proportion of private sector income to total income implies two things: 

1. An increased success rate in securing private sector support. 
2. An increased reliance on private sector income to meet operational needs. 

In 2011 private sector income made up 14.2 percent of total income for the sector 
(ref exhibit 4). Analysing this data by states and territories (ref exhibit 8) reveals that 
WA. ACT and NSW companies report a markedly higher proportion of private sector 
income to total income. 

 

Exhibit 8: Ratio of private sector income to total income – by states and territories: 
2011 

 

                                            
14
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Analysing by states and territories, how much has each company – on 
average – raised in private sector income from 2008–2011? 

West Australian and NSW companies received, on average, the highest level of 
private sector income in 2011. SA companies reported a surge in average earnings 
in 2010 – however this result was due to reported in-kind earnings from a single 
company. The 2011 result for SA companies was more in line with 2008 and 2009 
levels.  Victorian companies increased modestly in 2011 however are yet to return 
to the levels reporting in 2008. 

 

Exhibit 9: Average private sector income – by states and territories: 2008–2011 
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Total private sector income – by artform 

 

How much private sector income – analysed by artform – has been 
received by key organisations since 2008? 

Of the reported $23.5m private sector income received by key organisations in 2011 
– $12.1 or 51.3 percent was received by the 40 visual arts companies. Cross-
artform companies reported 17.6 percent of total private sector income, music 
companies, 15.6 percent, theatre companies, 12.0 percent, dance companies, 2.2 
percent and literature companies, 1.3 percent. 

 

Exhibit 10: Total private sector income – by artform: 2011 

 

Visual arts companies have reported the largest jump in earnings from this source – 
up $1.2m in 2011 (in real terms/CPI adjusted) compared to 2008. Cross-artform and 
music companies also reported significant increases - at $1.1m and $1.0m 
respectively in 2011 compared to 2008. Literature and dance companies are 
increasing private sector income in line with CPI. Theatre companies reported 
earning $2.1m less in 2011 compared to 2008 – noting that the 2008 results 
included a significant capital works campaign for a single company. 

 

Exhibit 11: Total private sector income – by artform: 2008–2011 
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Theatre and cross-artform companies have reported the largest increase in market 
share–up 3.1 and 3.0 percent in 2011 on their position in 2010. Music companies 
have also reported an increase of 2.9 percent.  Visual art companies reported the 
most substantial decrease in market share in 2011 compared to 2010 – down 7.3 
percent from 58.6 percent to 51.3 percent.  

 

Exhibit 12: Sources of revenue – by artform: 2008–2011  

 

 

 

What proportion of total income – by artform – is made up of private 
sector support? 

Total income is the total income generated by a company in a given year. A higher 
proportion of private sector income to total income implies two things: 

1. An increased success rate in securing private sector support. 
2. An increased reliance on private sector income to meet operational needs. 

In 2011 private sector income made up 14.2 percent of total income for the sector 
(ref exhibit 4). Analysing this data by artform (ref exhibit 13) reveals that music, and 
visual arts companies report a markedly higher proportion of private sector income 
to total income than companies from other artforms. 

 

Exhibit 13: Ratio of private sector income to total income – by artform: 2011 
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Analysing by artform, how much has each company – on average – 
raised in private sector income from 2008–2011? 

In 2010, visual arts companies received – on average – significantly more from 
private sector income compared to all other artforms. This average fell substantially 
in 2011 due to the results of two companies. One company - the Biennale of 
Sydney - operates on a two-year financial cycle in line with its bi-annual program. 
The other reported a very substantial one-off in-kind donation in 2010. Despite this 
reported fall in average income for visual arts companies, these companies still 
reported the highest average earnings from private sector income in 2011. Music 
and cross-artform companies have both reported modest increases in average 
earnings – with results pulling up towards that of the visual arts companies. Theatre 
companies reported a significant drop in average private sector income in 2009 and 
modest increases in 2010 and 2011 however they are yet to return levels reported 
in 2008. 

 

Exhibit 14: Average private sector income – by artform: 2008–2011 
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Total private sector income – by company size 

 

How much private sector income – analysed by company size – has 
been received by key organisations since 2008? 

Of the reported $23.5m private sector income received by key organisations in 2011 
– $12.7m or 53.8 percent was received by the 15 large companies. The 54 medium 
companies made up 34.4 percent of total private sector income and the 62 small 
companies received just 11.7 percent. 

 

Exhibit 15: Total private sector income – by company size: 2011 

 

 

Large and medium companies have reported earning more in 2011 compared to 
2008 – however only large companies are tracking ahead of CPI increases.  Small 
companies reported a fall in private sector in 2011 compared to 2008 – down $581k 
in real term. 

 

 

Exhibit 16: Total private sector income – by company size: 2008–2011 
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Medium companies have increased their market share of private sector earnings – 
up from 31.2 percent in 2010 to 34.4 percent in 2011. Large companies earned 
about the same proportion of total private sector income in 2011 – at 53.8 percent in 
2011 up from 53.3 percent in 2010.  The 62 small companies received just 11.7 
percent of total private sector income in 2011 – down substantially from 15.5 
percent in 2010. 

 

Exhibit 17: Sources of revenue – by company size: 2008–2011  

 

 

What proportion of total income – by size – is made up of private sector 
support? 

Total income is the total income generated by a company in a given year. A higher 
proportion of private sector income to total income implies two things: 

1. An increased success rate in securing private sector support. 
2. An increased reliance on private sector income to meet operational 

needs. 

In 2011 private sector income made up 14.2 percent of total income for the sector 
(ref exhibit 4). Analysing this data by company size (ref exhibit 18) reveals that large 
companies report a markedly higher proportion of private sector income to total 
income than medium and small companies. 

 

Exhibit 18: Ratio of private sector income to total income – by company size: 2011 
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Analysing by size, how much has each company – on average – raised 
in private sector income from 2008–2011? 

Large companies receive significantly more from private sector income compared to 
medium and small companies. While large companies sharply increased the 
average amount received in 2010, they reported a decrease in 2011. Note that this 
decrease is partially due to the two-year financial cycle of the Biennale of Sydney in 
line with its bi-annual program. Both medium and small companies reported little 
change in average earnings from this source since 2008. 

 

Exhibit 19: Average private sector income – by company size: 2008–2011 
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Corporate sponsorship income 
Corporate sponsorship income – all key organisations 

 

How much corporate sponsorship income has been received by key 
organisations since 2008? 

Key organisations received $10.9m from corporate sponsorship in 2011 – a 
decrease of $2.8m or 20.7 percent on 2010 levels.  The 2011 result was a $2.9m 
increase / 36.2 percent increase 2008 levels and tracked ahead of CPI for the 
period. 

 

Exhibit 20: Corporate sponsorship – key organisations: 2008–2011 
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Corporate sponsorship income – by states and territories 

 

How much corporate sponsorship income – analysed by states and 
territories – has been received by key organisations since 2008? 

In 2011, companies residing in NSW and WA received $4.1m and $3.5m in 
corporate sponsorship respectively – significantly more than in any other State. In 
2011, WA and NSW companies made up 35 percent of the number of companies 
reviewed but received 70 percent of total corporate sponsorship reported by the 
sector. 

 

Exhibit 21: Corporate sponsorship – by states and territories: 2011 

 

 

Only companies from WA, NT and, to a lesser extent, ACT reported increases in 
corporate sponsorship in 2011 compared to 2008. Western Australia has reported 
the greatest proportional increase – at $2.3m (in real terms / CPI adjusted) or 209 
percent on 2008 levels. New South Wales has reported a fall in income from this 
source – however these results are affected by the Biennale of Sydney – a 
company on a two-year financial cycle due to its bi-annual programming.  
Companies from Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and Queensland have 
reported that income from this source has not kept pace with CPI increases.   

 

Exhibit 22: Corporate sponsorship – by states and territories: 2008–2011 
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2008 390 3,876 65 642 948 94 845 1,122

2009 329 2,311 242 561 950 80 667 1,949

2010 409 4,980 363 701 2,469 102 979 3,701

2011 487 4,122 472 543 803 83 820 3,546

Var '11 - '08 97 247 406 -99 -145 -11 -26 2,424

CPI increase '08-'11 31 313 5 52 77 8 68 91

Var '11 - '08 real terms 65 -66 401 -150 -221 -19 -94 2,334
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Analysing by state and territories, how much has each company – on 
average – received as corporate sponsorship from 2008–2011? 

West Australian companies receive on average the greatest amount of corporate 
sponsorship. In 2011, WA companies reported generating an average of $296k in 
corporate sponsorship per company. NSW companies reported a decline in average 
sponsorship in 2011 – down to $121k from $146k in 2010. SA companies also 
reported a decrease, but their 2010 result is affected by one-of in-kind support of a 
single company. The remaining states and territories report similar levels of average 
corporate sponsorship, ranging from $81k for companies from the ACT to $17k for 
Tasmanian companies. Victorian companies reported an average of just $28k 

 

Exhibit 23: Average corporate sponsorship – by states and territories: 2008–2011 
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ACT $65,034 $54,795 $68,112 $81,145 
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Corporate sponsorship income – by artform 

 

How much corporate sponsorship income – analysed by artform – has 
been received by key organisations since 2008? 

In 2011, visual arts companies received $7.0m in corporate sponsorship – 
significantly more than any other artform. 

 

Exhibit 24: Corporate sponsorship – by artform: 2011 

 

Dance companies report earning less from corporate sponsorship income in 2011 
compared to 2008. Cross-artform companies have reported receiving more than 
four times the corporate sponsorship income in 2011 compared to 2008. Visual arts 
companies continue to be the highest generator of corporate sponsorship income 
however their earnings pattern is extremely volatile. Although visual art companies 
have reported a fall of $3.1m in 2011, it is important to note this fall is driven by 
three of the 40 analysed companies. 

 

Exhibit 25: Corporate sponsorship – by artform: 2008–2011 
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2008 210 314 86 1,203 721 5,448

2009 421 251 91 1,567 652 4,108

2010 509 381 144 1,714 919 10,035

2011 1,102 201 114 1,573 931 6,955

Var '11 - '08 892 -113 28 370 210 1,507

CPI increase '08-'11 17 25 7 97 58 440

Var '11 - '08 real terms 875 -139 21 273 152 1,067
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Analysing by artform, how much has each company – on average – 
received as corporate sponsorship from 2008–2011? 

Visual arts companies reported a significant peak in earnings in 2010 and a sharp 
decline in 2011.  The volatile average results of visual arts companies have been 
driven by three companies. In 2011 visual arts companies reported earning an 
average, $174k per company, down from $251k reported in 2010.  Music 
companies reported $105k, cross-artform companies jumped $24k to $44k, and 
theatre companies were unchanged at $29k. Both dance and literature companies 
reported a decrease in average earnings - $18k (down 17k) and $14k (down $4k) 
respectively. 

 

Exhibit 26: Average corporate sponsorship – by artform: 2008–2011 

 

  

2008 2009 2010 2011

Cross-artform $8,417 $16,849 $20,374 $44,091 

Dance $28,557 $22,785 $34,681 $18,245 

Literature $10,739 $11,336 $18,041 $14,289 
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Corporate sponsorship income – by company size 

 

How much corporate sponsorship income – analysed by company size- 
has been received by key organisations since 2008? 

In 2011, the 15 large companies received $6.6m in corporate sponsorship. Medium 
companies collectively reported $3.3m and the 62 small companies received just 
$1.0m. 

 

Exhibit 27: Corporate sponsorship – by company size: 2011 

 

Both Large and medium companies have reported an increase on 2008 levels and 
are tracking well ahead of CPI. Small companies have reported a decrease in 
corporate sponsorship receiving (in real terms / CPI adjusted) $589k or 40.2 percent 
less from this source in 2011 compared to 2008. 

 

Exhibit 28: Corporate sponsorship – by company size: 2008–2011 
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Analysing by size, how much has each company – on average – 
received as corporate sponsorship from 2008–2011? 

Large companies generate substantially more corporate sponsorship income than 
small and medium companies. In 2011, large companies received, on average, 
$438k per company. In contrast, medium companies reported just $61k and small 
companies, $16k. 

 

Exhibit 29: Average corporate sponsorship – by company size: 2008–2011 
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In-kind corporate sponsorship  
In-kind corporate sponsorship – all key organisations 

In-kind sponsorship relates to all non-cash types support of an organisation. Typical 
in-kind sponsorship includes, printing / media advertising, airfares and 
accommodation and professional fees such as legal and accounting services.  

 

How much corporate sponsorship is received in the form of in-kind 
support? 

In 2011, $3.7m or 34 percent of the reported $10.9m total corporate sponsorship 
was received in the form of in-kind support.  

 

Exhibit 30: Corporate sponsorship – cash and in-kind support: 2008–2011 (summary) 

 

 

It is interesting to note that there has been virtually no change in the reported cash 
sponsorship received in 2011 compared to 2010 and that the reported overall 
decrease was due to a sharp fall in in-kind support. 

The proportion of in-kind to cash sponsorship has decreased in 2011 – down from 
48.1 percent in 2010 and 39.1 percent in 2008 to 33.8 percent. 

 

Exhibit 31: Corporate sponsorship – cash and in-kind support: 2008–2011 (detail) 
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In-kind corporate sponsorship – by states and territories 

 

Analysing the data by states and territories, how much corporate 
sponsorship is received in the form of in-kind support? 

The overall decrease in in-kind support in 2011 is due to the results of SA and (to a 
lesser extent) NSW companies. The SA result is due to one organisation reporting a 
very significant increase in in-kind support in 2010. NSW results are affected by 
several companies. While not the only factor, it is however important to note that the 
NSW result is partially affected by the two-year cyclical operations of the Biennale of 
Sydney.  

  

Exhibit 32: Corporate sponsorship – cash and in-kind support – by states and 
territories: 2008–2011 
]  

Cash             
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Proportion 
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Proportion 

of total 
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income

2008 4,862 60.9% 3,120 39.1%

2009 4,776 67.4% 2,313 32.6%

2010 7,114 51.9% 6,590 48.1%

2011 7,200 66.2% 3,676 33.8%

Var '11 - '08 2,338 5.3% 556 -5.3%
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In-kind corporate sponsorship – by artform 

 

Analysing the data by artform, how much corporate sponsorship is 
received in the form of in-kind support? 

The overall decrease in in-kind support in 2011 is due to the results of visual arts 
companies.  It is important to note that only two companies significantly contribute to 
this decrease. 

 

Exhibit 33: Corporate sponsorship – cash and in-kind support – by artform:  
2008–2011  
 

State ($'000) 2008 2009 2010 2011
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93.7% 89.3% 78.7% 63.9%

24.7 35.2 87.2 175.7
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Art form ($'000) 2008 2009 2010 2011

159.8 335.6 371.9 1,059.5
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In-kind corporate sponsorship – by size 

 

Analysing the data by size, how much corporate sponsorship is 
received in the form of in-kind support? 

The overall decrease in in-kind support in 2011 is due to the results of both large 
and medium companies. Medium companies are affected by one company reporting 
a significant one-off capital in-kind support amount in 2010 and the large companies 
results are affected by the Biennale of Sydney. 

 

Exhibit 34: Corporate sponsorship – cash and in-kind support – by size: 2008–2011 
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Number of corporate sponsorships  
Number of corporate sponsorships – all key organisations 
 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of 
sponsorships received. For the purposes of this section, total corporate sponsorship 
income relates only to the 39 companies that responded to this part of the survey.  

 

Has the number of corporate sponsorships increased or decreased 
since 2008? 

The number of corporate sponsorships reported by the responding 39 key 
organisations has increased steadily from 2008 to 2011. In 2011, 369.5 corporate 
sponsorships were reported – up from 232.1 in 2010, 233.3 in 2009 and 239.5 in 
2008.  

 

Exhibit 35: Number of corporate sponsorships compared to income received:  
2008–2011   
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Analysing the data at a more detailed level (ref exhibit 36) reveals that both the 
number of cash and in-kind sponsorships have increased since 2008, however 
income levels for cash sponsorships have fallen. This implies that key organisations 
are working harder to attract cash corporate sponsorships income. 

 

Exhibit 36: Number of corporate sponsorships compared to income received (detail): 
2008–2011   

 

 

 

  

2008 2009 2010 2011
Var               

(08-11)

Total $ ('000) 1211.1 970.4 1011.7 885.1 -326.0

Total # 59.5 61.0 54.3 87.0 27.5

Avg $ ('000) per company 31.1 24.9 25.9 22.7 -8.4

Avg # per company 1.5 1.6 1.4 2.2 0.7

Avg $ ('000) cash sponsorship 20.4 15.9 18.6 10.2 -10.2

Total $ ('000) 586.5 563.4 1144.4 1122.7 536.2

Total # 180.0 172.3 268.8 282.5 102.5

Avg $ ('000) per company 15.0 14.4 29.3 28.8 13.7

Avg # per company 4.6 4.4 6.9 7.2 2.6

Avg $('000) in-kind sponsorship 3.3 3.3 4.3 4.0 0.7

(TOTAL 39 companies)

Cash sponsorship

In-kind sponsorship
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Number of corporate sponsorships – by states and territories 

 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of 
sponsorships received. For the purposes of this section, only the 39 companies that 
responded to this part of the survey are included in the discussion below. 
Additionally note that WA has been excluded from the analysis below as only one 
company provided data. 

 

Analysing by states and territories, how many corporate sponsorships 
were secured in 2010? 

South Australian companies reported the highest number of corporate sponsorships 
in 2011 (135), despite the relatively low level of income generated from this source 
($0.1m). In contrast, companies from NSW attracted fewer sponsorships (82) than 
SA, however were able to generated $0.7m in corporate sponsorship income. The 
data implies a greater focus or effectiveness in securing this type of revenue by 
companies from NSW, ACT and Victoria compared to South Australia and, to a 
lesser extent, Queensland. 

 

Exhibit 37: Number of corporate sponsorships compared to income received – by 
states and territories: 2011 
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What is the average size of a corporate sponsorship by states and 
territories, and has this changed since 2008? 

The average size of a corporate sponsorship is calculated with reference to the total 
corporate sponsorship income received and the number of corporate sponsorships 
attracted from each state and territory. By averaging this across the number of 
companies in each state/territory, a very general indication the average size of a 
corporate sponsorship is provided. 

 

Exhibit 38: Average corporate sponsorship – by states and territories: 2008–2011  

 

 

 

  

Average corporate 

sponsorship ($'000)
2008 2009 2010 2011

ACT 18.0 17.4 15.8 14.7

NSW 33.6 21.4 26.6 21.2

NT 19.8 10.0 14.0 12.3

QLD 8.2 10.0 9.5 1.1

SA 15.9 6.2 6.0 3.4

TAS 13.1 24.5 17.8 13.4

VIC 34.8 17.2 32.7 22.7
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Number of corporate sponsorships – by artform 
 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of 
sponsorships received. For the purposes of this section, only the 39 companies that 
responded to this part of the survey are included in the discussion below. . 
Additionally note that literature has been excluded from the analysis below as only 
one company provided data. 

 

Analysing by artform, how many corporate sponsorships were secured 
in 2011? 

Visual arts companies reported the highest number of corporate sponsorships – at 
208 – and generated $0.7m in corporate sponsorship income. Music reported 
secured 79 corporate sponsorships; theatre companies secured 56 corporate 
sponsorships for $0.6m, dance companies, 14 for $0.1m and cross-artform, 12 for 
$0.1m. 

 

Exhibit 39: Number of corporate sponsorships compared to income received – by 
artform: 2011  
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What is the average size of a corporate sponsorship by artform, and 
has this changed since 2008? 

The average size of a corporate sponsorship is calculated with reference to the total 
corporate sponsorship income received and the number of corporate sponsorships 
attracted for each artform. By averaging this across the number of companies in 
each artform, a very general indication the average size of a corporate sponsorship 
is provided. 

 

Exhibit 40: Average corporate sponsorship – by artform: 2008–2011 

   

 

 

  

Average corporate 

sponsorship ($'000)
2008 2009 2010 2011

Cross-artform 12.0 12.9 12.5 12.5

Dance 12.9 15.6 17.3 11.5

Literatire 50.4 0.0 0.0 9.1

Music 25.2 27.2 28.3 19.6

Theatre 29.2 23.3 34.8 21.5

Visual Arts 20.8 8.8 11.4 9.2
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Number of corporate sponsorships – by company size 

 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of 
sponsorships received. For the purposes of this section, only the 39 companies that 
responded to this part of the survey are included in the discussion below. 

 

Analysing by company size, how many corporate sponsorships were 
secured in 2011? 

Small sized key organisations reported attracting the greatest number of corporate 
sponsorships in 2011 – at 184. Despite this relatively high number, only $0.4m in 
corporate sponsorship income was generated. In contrast, medium and large 
companies attracted smaller numbers of corporate sponsorships – at 111 and 75, 
but generated $0.8m and $0.9m respectively. 

 

Exhibit 41: Number of corporate sponsorships compared to income received – by 
company size: 2011   
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What is the average size of a corporate sponsorship by company size, 
and has this changed since 2008? 

The average size of a corporate sponsorship is calculated with reference to the total 
corporate sponsorship income received and the number of corporate sponsorships 
attracted for each size category. By averaging this across the number of companies 
in each size category, a very general indication the average size of a corporate 
sponsorship is provided. 

 

Exhibit 42: Average corporate sponsorship – by company size: 2008–2011 

 

  

 

  

Average corporate 

sponsorship ($'000)
2008 2009 2010 2011

Large 47.5 31.9 37.8 27.6

Medium 22.6 16.2 19.6 14.3

Small 22.0 31.7 29.1 8.3
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Private giving 
Private giving – all key organisations 

 

How much private giving has been received by key organisations since 
2008? 

Key organisations received $11.9m from private giving in 2011 – an increase of 
$311k or just 2.7 percent on 2010 levels.  This increase has returned private giving 
back to peak levels reported in 2008.  This increase has not been sufficient to keep 
track of comparative CPI levels over the period. 

  

Exhibit 43: Private giving – key organisations: 2008–2011  
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Private giving – by states and territories 

 

How much private giving – analysed by states and territories – has 
been received by key organisations since 2008? 

In 2011, companies residing in NSW received $6.7m in private giving – the largest 
amount of all states and territories. Victorian companies reported receiving $2.8m 
from this source, Queensland and Northern Territory companies, $0.5m each and 
SA, ACT and Tasmanian companies reported $0.4m, $0.2m and $0.1m 
respectively. Companies from Western Australia reported generating just $0.7m – a 
sharp contrast to their corporate sponsorship results. 

 

Exhibit 44: Private giving – by states and territories: 2011 

 

 

Victorian companies have reported a substantial $1.8m (in real terms) or 41.5 
percent decline in income from private giving in 2011 compared to 2008. Analysis of 
the underlying data reveals that this fall is due to a single organisation15. If the 
impact of this organisation is removed, Victorian companies’ results are more in line 
with the rest of the sector. 

 

Exhibit 45: Private giving – by states and territories: 2008–2011 
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 One company ran a substantial one-off fundraising campaign in 2008 to purchase a building. 
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$
m

State                                             

(# companies)         

$'000

ACT(6) NSW(34) NT(9) QLD(17) SA(19) TAS(5) VIC(29) WA(12)

2008 35 5,815 229 509 602 109 4,226 413

2009 110 6,354 590 590 678 33 2,516 315

2010 119 6,356 673 664 825 62 2,352 520

2010 237 6,681 485 454 417 63 2,814 730

Var '11 - '08 202 866 257 -55 -185 -46 -1,412 317

CPI increase '08-'11 3 469 18 41 49 9 341 33

Var '11 - '08 real terms 199 397 238 -96 -233 -55 -1,753 284
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Analysing by state and territories, how much has each company – on 
average – received as private giving from 2008–2011? 

In 2011, companies from NSW reported receiving an average of $196k in private 
giving – substantially more than all other states. Companies from Victoria reported 
the next highest level – at an average of $97k per company – up from $81k in 2010 
but not at the same level reported in 200816. WA companies also reported an 
increase – up $17.5k to $60.8k, building on increases reported in 2010.  

 

Exhibit 46: Average private giving – by states and territories: 2008–2011  

 

  

                                            
16

 The 2008 figure is inflated due to the results of a single company running a one-off fundraising campaign 

2008 2009 2010 2011

ACT $5,820 $18,378 $19,891 $39,514 

NSW $171,020 $186,885 $186,928 $196,499 

NT $25,390 $65,535 $74,818 $53,891 

QLD $29,921 $34,689 $39,052 $26,707 

SA $31,664 $35,709 $43,395 $21,949 

TAS $21,702 $6,614 $12,363 $12,543 

VIC $145,722 $86,757 $81,110 $97,037 

WA $34,376 $26,260 $43,296 $60,821 
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Private giving – by artform 

 

How much private giving – analysed by artform – has been received by 
key organisations since 2008? 

Visual arts companies reported receiving $4.6m from private giving in 2010. Cross-
artform companies raised $3.0m, music companies, $2.0m, theatre, $1.8m, dance 
$0.3m and literature companies, just $0.2m. 

 

Exhibit 47: Private giving – by artform: 2011 

 

Since 2008, dance and music companies have increased private giving at the 
greatest rate (136.0 and 85.7 percent respectively). While these increases reflect 
strong growth, it is important to note that dance companies reported relatively low 
levels of earning in 2008. Music companies have reported the largest increase in 
dollar terms – $823k. Theatre companies have reported a substantial $2.3m fall (in 
real terms) in income from this source. This result is partially affected by a single 
company17. However, even if the impact of this organisation is removed, theatre 
companies still report a decline in earnings from this source. 

 

Exhibit 48: Private giving – by artform: 2008–2011 
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 One company ran a substantial one-off fundraising campaign in 2008 to purchase a building. 
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(25)
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(32)

Visual 

arts (40)

2008 2,632 128 179 1,060 3,751 4,186

2009 2,881 262 338 1,629 1,116 4,960

2010 3,303 276 468 1,454 1,304 4,765

2011 3,006 301 180 1,968 1,779 4,646

Var '11 - '08 374 174 1 908 -1,971 461

CPI increase '08-'11 212 10 14 86 303 338

Var '11 - '08 real terms 161 163 -14 823 -2,274 123
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Analysing by artform, how much has each company – on average – 
received as private giving from 2008–2011? 

Music companies have reported a sharp increase in earnings in 2011 – lifting 
reported average earnings to $131k – the highest of all art forms.  Visual arts 
companies reported a modest decrease in average earnings for the second 
consecutive year. Dance and now literature companies have reported earning 
substantially less from this source compared to other artforms. 

 

Exhibit 49: Average private giving – by artform: 2008–2011 

 

  

2008 2009 2010 2011

Cross-artform $105,276 $115,238 $132,108 $120,228 

Dance $11,603 $23,779 $25,089 $27,385 

Literature $22,429 $42,283 $58,509 $22,512 

Music $70,678 $108,624 $96,906 $131,221 

Theatre $117,209 $34,870 $40,762 $55,603 

Visual arts $104,638 $124,012 $119,136 $116,153 
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Private giving – by company size 

 

How much private giving – analysed by company size – has been 
received by key organisations since 2008? 

In 2011, the 15 large companies received $5.6m in private giving. Medium 
companies reported receiving $4.6m and the 64 small companies, just $1.6m. 

 

Exhibit 50: Private giving – by size: 2011 

 

 

Large companies have reported the largest overall increase in real terms in private 
giving when comparing 2011 levels with 2008 – up $597k or 12.8 percent. Small 
companies have increased income (in real terms) from this source by just 1.3 
percent or $19k. Medium companies have reported a significant fall in earnings. 
Note this result is affected by a single company18. If the impact of this organisation 
is removed, medium companies’ results have improved 26.9 percent on 2008 levels. 

 

Exhibit 51: Private giving – by company size: 2008–2011  
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 One company ran a substantial one-off fundraising campaign in 2008 to purchase a building. 
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2008 4,676 5,791 1,468

2009 5,263 4,159 1,765

2010 5,351 3,984 2,235

2011 5,650 4,626 1,605

Var '11 - '08 974 -1,166 137

CPI increase '08-'11 377 467 119

Var '11 - '08 real terms 597 -1,633 19
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Analysing by company size, how much has each company – on 
average – received as private giving from 2008–2011? 

The average large company generates substantially more private giving income 
compared to the average small and medium company. In 2011, large companies 
received, on average, $377k per company. In contrast, medium companies reported 
$86k and small companies, $26k. 

 

Exhibit 52: Average private giving – by company size: 2008–2011  

 

  

2008 2009 2010 2011

Large $311,715 $350,838 $356,730 $376,656 

Medium $107,247 $77,013 $73,782 $85,660 

Small $23,682 $28,471 $36,048 $25,892 
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Foundations and trusts 

Foundations and trusts – all key organisations 

 

How much private giving is received from foundations and trusts? 

Key organisations received $5.4m from private foundations and trusts in 2011 – a 
decrease of $1.0m or 16 percent on 2010 levels. 

 

Exhibit 53: Foundations and trusts – key organisations: 2008–2011  

 
 

From 2008 to 2010, foundations and trusts made up an increasing proportion of 
total private giving. In 2011 however, this proportion dropped to 46 percent. 

 

Exhibit 54: Foundations & trusts as a proportion of total private giving – key 
organisations: 2008 – 2011 
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Foundations and trusts – by states and territories 

 

Analysing the data by states and territories, how much private giving is 
received from foundations and trusts? 

The reported decrease in foundations and trust support is due to the results from 
NSW and, to a lesser extent, Queensland companies. Both these states have 
reported a substantial fall in income from this source and reported increases in 
private giving from other areas. 

 

Exhibit 55: Private giving – Foundations & trusts compared to all other donations – by 
states and territories: 2008–2011 

 

State ($'000) 2008 2009 2010 2011
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Foundations and trusts – by artform 
 

Analysing the data by artform, how much private giving is received 
from foundations and trusts? 

Music companies report receiving proportionally less from foundations and trusts 
compared to other artforms. These companies reported that foundations and trusts 
provided 18.5 percent of their total private giving in 2011. This contrasts with the 
results of cross-artform (85.9 percent), dance (61.9 percent) and theatre companies 
(57.7 percent). Visual arts and literature companies also reported a relatively low 
proportion of income from this source – at 26.1 and 27.7 percent respectively. 

 

Exhibit 56: Private giving –Foundations & trusts compared to all other donations – by 
artform: 2008–2011  
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Foundations and trusts – by size 

 

Analysing the data by size, how much private giving is received from 
foundations and trusts? 

Both large and small companies reported decreases in foundation and trust income 
in 2011. Small reported receiving $0.8m less in 2011 compared to 2010, large 
companies were down $0.5m. Large companies reported receiving proportionally 
less of their private giving from trusts and foundations.  In contrast, medium 
companies reported receiving 62.2 percent of private giving from trusts and 
foundations. 

 

Exhibit 57: Private giving – Foundations & trusts compared to all other donations – by 
size: 2008–2011 
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Number of private givings19 
Number of private givings – all key organisations 

 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of private 
givings received. For the purposes of this section, total private giving income relates 
only to the 39 companies that responded to this part of the survey.  

 

Has the number of private givings increased or decreased since 2008? 

The responding 39 key organisations have reported an increase in the number of 
private givings received from 2008 to 2011. In 2011, these companies reported 
2,235 incidents of private giving, up from 1,494 in 2010, 1,147 in 2009 and 1,131 in 
2008.  

 

Exhibit 58: Number of private givings compared to income received: 2008–2011   

Analysing the data at a more detailed level (ref exhibit 59) reveals that while the 
number of private givings has increased since 2008, income levels have only grown 
$0.6m. This implies that key organisations are working harder to attract private 
giving. 

 

Exhibit 59: Number of private givings compared to income received (detail):  
2008–2010   
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 Private givings includes both donations and trust/foundation grants. 
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Number of private givings20 – by states and territories 

 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of private 
givings received. For the purposes of this section, total private giving income relates 
only to the 39 companies that responded to this part of the survey. Additionally note 
that WA has been excluded from the analysis below as only one company provided 
data. 

 

Analysing by states and territories, how many private givings were 
secured in 2011? 

Each state and territory has generally reported the number of private giving in line 
with the amount of income raise. NSW companies for example have reported both 
the highest number of private givings (1,303) and the highest amount of private 
giving income received ($1.5m).  Only ACT results are substantially different – with 
310 donations reported with minimal dollar return. 

 

Exhibit 60: Number of private givings compared to income received – by states and 
territories: 2011 
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 Private givings includes both donations and trust/foundation grants. 
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What is the average size of a private giving by states and territories, 
and has this changed since 2008? 

The average size of a private giving is calculated with reference to the total private 
giving income received and the number of private givings attracted from each state 
and territory. By averaging this across the number of companies in each 
state/territory, a very general indication the average size of a private giving is 
provided. 

 

Exhibit 61: Average private givings compared – by states and territories: 2008–2011 

 

 

 

In general all states and territories report comparable amounts in average private 
giving for 2010.  

The very sharp decrease in the average amount reported by NT companies is due 
to a sharp rise in the number of private givings reported by a single organisation. 

 

  

Average private giving 

($'000)
2008 2009 2010 2011

NSW 1.7 1.8 1.3 1.1

NT 0.5 34.4 1.9 1.1

QLD 7.4 4.5 5.3 2.4

SA 9.2 2.6 2.6 0.6

TAS 1.7 2.0 2.9 6.1

VIC 4.1 6.1 5.9 2.1
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Number of private givings21 – by artform 

 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of private 
givings received. For the purposes of this section, total private giving income relates 
only to the 39 companies that responded to this part of the survey. Additionally note 
that literature has been excluded from the analysis below as only one company 
provided data. 

 

Analysing by artform, how many private givings were secured in 2011? 

Music companies reported the highest number of private givings of the sector – at 
699. Despite this number, these companies reported receiving just $0.5m in private 
giving income. A similar result was reported for dance companies, with 370 private 
givings delivering $0.2m in income. In contrast, theatre companies secured 632 
private givings and raised $1.2m. 

 

Exhibit 62: Number of private givings compared to income received – by artform: 2011  
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 Private givings includes both donations and trust/foundation grants. 
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What is the average size of a private giving by artform, and has this 
changed since 2008? 

The average size of a private giving is calculated with reference to the total private 
giving income received and the number of private givings attracted for each artform. 
By averaging this across the number of companies in each artform, a very general 
indication the average size of a private giving is provided. 

 

Exhibit 63: Average private givings – by artform: 2008–2011 

 

 

 

Visual arts companies reported receiving significantly higher average private giving 
from 2008 to 2010. In 2011, these companies however reported an average more in 
line with other artform results. 

Dance and music companies appear to be finding it difficult to attract large private 
givings. In 2011 these companies reported attracting an average private giving of 
$0.5k and $0.7k respectively. 

  

Average private giving 

($'000)
2008 2009 2010 2011

Cross-artform 6.2 19.8 3.7 3.9

Dance 1.5 4.5 2.1 0.5

Literature 0.5 1.3 0.2 2.0

Music 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.7

Theatre 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.9

Visual Arts 4.0 5.4 5.3 1.5
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Number of private givings22 – by company size 

 

NOTE! Not all participating companies provided data on the number of 
sponsorships received. For the purposes of this section, only the 39 companies that 
responded to this part of the survey are included in the discussion below.  

 

Analysing by company size, how many private givings were secured in 
2011? 

Medium sized key organisations attracted the greatest number of private givings in 
2010 – at 1,524. Despite this relatively high number, only $1.7m in private giving 
income was received. A similar picture emerges for small companies – with 393 
private givings delivering just $0.5m in income. In contrast, large companies 
attracted the smallest number of private givings – at 318, but generated $0.7m. 

 

Exhibit 64: Number of private givings compared to income received – by company 
size: 2008–2011  
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What is the average size of a private giving by company size, and has 
this changed since 2008? 

The average size of a private giving is calculated with reference to the total private 
giving income received and the number of private givings attracted for each size 
category. By averaging this across the number of companies in each size category, 
a very general indication the average size of a corporate sponsorship is provided. 

 

Exhibit 65: Average private givings – by company size: 2008–2011 

 

 

 

Large key organisations have reported receiving higher average private giving 
throughout the review period. In 2011, these companies averaged $2.2k per private 
giving – slightly down on 2009 and 2010 levels. Medium and small companies 
receive a similar average amount – a $1.1k and $1.2k per private giving. 

 

  

Average private giving 

($'000)
2008 2009 2010 2011

Large 2.1 3.0 2.8 2.2

Medium 2.0 2.1 1.5 1.1

Small 2.3 1.9 1.1 1.2
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Events and other fundraising activities 
Events and other fundraising activities – all key organisations 

 

Relatively little information was provided by participating companies in relation to 
events and other fundraising activities. Of the 132 companies examined, only 41 
companies reported undertaking this type of fundraising in 2011. Due to the 
relatively small data pool, only top level analysis is provided in this section. 

 

How much is generated from events and other fundraising activities? 

Net income generated from events and other fundraising activities makes up less 
than 3 percent of total private sector income. Since 2008 it has increased very 
modestly off a low base. 

 

Exhibit 66: Net events and other fundraising activity income: 2008–2011 
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Analysing the underlying data reveals that NSW companies raised more from these 
events than other states and territories.  These companies reported a total net result 
of $430k, with an average of $33k per company. Victorian companies netted $24k 
on average, SA, $17k and ACT, Queensland, Tasmania and WA all reporting an 
average of less than $5k per company. 

 

Exhibit 67: Net events & other fundraising activity income – by states & territories: 
2008–2011   

  

Visual arts, music and theatre companies reported netting more than cross-artform, 
dance and literature companies. 

 

Exhibit 68: Net events & other fundraising activity income – by artform: 2008–2011   
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On average, large companies reported significantly higher levels of earnings from 
events and other fundraising activity – at $46k per company – compared to $9k for 
both medium and small companies. 

 

Exhibit 69: Net events & other fundraising activity income – by company size:  
2008–2011  
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Key organisations included in the 2011 survey 

 

Company Art form State Size

24HR Art: Northern Territory Centre for Contemporary Art Visual arts NT Small

Ananguku Arts & Cultural Aboriginal Corporation Visual arts SA Medium

Arena Theatre Company Ltd Theatre VIC Small

Art Monthly Australia Literature ACT Small

Art on the Move (t/u National Exhibitions Touring Structure for WA Inc) Visual arts WA Small

Artback NT Arts Development and Touring Inc Cross-artform NT Medium

Artlink Australia Literature SA Small

Arts Access Australia Limited Cross-artform VIC Small

Arts Access Society Inc Cross-artform VIC Medium

Arts Law Centre of Australia Cross-artform NSW Medium

Artspace Visual Arts Centre Ltd Visual arts NSW Medium

Association of Northern Kimberley & Arnhem Aboriginal Artists Visual arts NT Medium

Ausdance National Dance ACT Small

Australian Art Orchestra Ltd Music VIC Small

Australian Book Review Inc Literature VIC Small

Australian Centre for Contemporary Art Visual arts VIC Large

Australian Children's Performing Arts Company t/a Windmill Theatre SA Medium

Australian Copyright Council Ltd Cross-artform NSW Medium

Australian Dance Theatre Dance SA Large

Australian Experimental Art Foundation Incorporated Visual arts SA Small

Australian Festival of Chamber Music North Queensland Ltd Music QLD Medium

Australian Music Centre Ltd Music NSW Small

Australian Network for Art and Technology (ANAT) Visual arts SA Medium

Australian Script Centre Theatre TAS Small

Australian String Quartet Inc Music SA Medium

Australian Theatre for Young People Theatre NSW Medium

Back to Back Theatre Inc Theatre VIC Medium

Barkly Regional Arts Inc Cross-artform NT Medium

Beyond Empathy Ltd Cross-artform NSW Large

Biennale of Sydney Limited Visual arts NSW Large

Black Arm Band Cross-artform VIC Small

Brink Productions Limited Theatre SA Small

Canberra Contemporary Art Space Incorporated Visual arts ACT Small

Canberra Symphony Orchestra Incorporated Music ACT Medium

Centre for Contemporary Photography Inc Visual arts VIC Small

Chunky Move Ltd Dance VIC Large

Circa Theatre QLD Large

Contact Inc Cross-artform QLD Small

Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia Inc Visual arts SA Small

Contemporary Art Services Tasmania Visual arts TAS Small

Craft ACT:Craft and Design Centre Inc Visual arts ACT Small

Craft Australia Visual arts ACT Small

Craft Queensland Ltd (trading under 'artisan') Visual arts QLD Medium

Appendix 1   
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Company Art form State Size

Crafts Council of Victoria Ltd Visual arts VIC Medium

Craftsouth: Centre for Contemporary Craft & Design Visual arts SA Small

DADAA (WA) Inc Cross-artform WA Medium

Dancehouse Incorporated Dance VIC Small

Dancenorth Dance QLD Medium

Darwin Symphony Orchestra Incorporated Music NT Small

deckchair theatre Inc. Theatre WA Medium

Desart Inc Visual arts NT Medium

Design Forum Tasmania Ltd Visual arts TAS Small

Djilpin Arts Aboriginal Corporation Cross-artform NT Medium

dLux media arts Inc Visual arts NSW Small

Eleanor Dark Foundation Ltd Literature NSW Small

Experimenta Media Arts Inc Visual arts VIC Small

Expressions The Queensland Dance Theatre Ltd Dance QLD Medium

Eyeline Publishing Ltd Literature QLD Small

Feral Arts Corp Ltd Cross-artform QLD Small

Footscray Community Arts Centre Ltd Cross-artform VIC Medium

Force Majeure Dance NSW Small

Form: Contemporary Craft and Design Inc Visual arts WA Large

Gadigal Information Service Cross-artform NSW Medium

Gertrude Contemporary Visual arts VIC Small

Gondwana Choirs Music NSW Large

Griffin Theatre Company Limited Theatre NSW Large

HotHouse Theatre Limited Theatre VIC Medium

Ilbijerri Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Theatre Co-op Theatre VIC Medium

Information and Cultural Exchange Inc (ICE) Cross-artform NSW Medium

Institute of Modern Art Limited Visual arts QLD Medium

International Art Space Pty Ltd Visual arts WA Small

JamFactory Contemporary Craft & Design Inc Visual arts SA Large

Just Us Theatre Ensemble Theatre QLD Small

KickArts Contemporary Arts Limited Visual arts QLD Medium

Kultour Cross-artform VIC Medium

La Mama Inc (VIC) Theatre VIC Medium

Legs On The Wall Inc Theatre NSW Medium

Lucy Guerin Association Inc Dance VIC Medium

Magabala Books Aboriginal Corporation Cross-artform WA Medium

Melbourne Art Foundation Visual arts VIC Large

Melbourne Chamber Orchestra Music VIC Medium

Monkey Baa Theatre for Young People Ltd Theatre NSW Small

Museum and Gallery Services Queensland Ltd. Visual arts QLD Medium

Museum of Contemporary Art Limited Visual arts NSW Large

Museums & Galleries NSW Visual arts NSW Medium

Music Council of Australia Pty Ltd Music NSW Medium

National Association for the Visual Arts Visual arts NSW Medium
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Company Art form State Size

National Exhibitions Touring Support (NETS) Victoria Visual arts VIC Small

Not Yet It's Difficult Incorporated Theatre VIC Small

NT Writers' Centre Inc Literature NT Small

O L Society Limited Literature VIC Small

Object: Australian Centre for Craft and Design Visual arts NSW Medium

Open City Incorporated Visual arts NSW Small

PACT Centre for Emerging Artists Inc Theatre NSW Small

Patch Theatre Company Inc Theatre SA Medium

Performing Arts Centre Society Inc Theatre WA Medium

Performing Lines Limited Theatre NSW Large

Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Ltd Visual arts WA Medium

PlayWriting Australia Theatre NSW Medium

Queensland Writers Centre Association Inc Literature QLD Medium

Red Stitch Actors Theatre Ltd Theatre VIC Small

Regional Arts Australia Cross-artform SA Small

Restless Dance Theatre Inc Dance SA Small

Shopfront Theatre for Young People Co-operative Ltd Cross-artform NSW Small

Slingsby Theatre Company Ltd Theatre SA Small

Snuff Puppets Inc Theatre VIC Small

Somebody's Daughter Theatre Company Inc Cross-artform VIC Medium

South Australian Country Arts Trust Visual arts SA Small

Spare Parts Puppet Theatre Inc Theatre WA Medium

Stalker Theatre Inc Theatre NSW Small

Sydney Philharmonia Ltd Music NSW Large

Synergy & TaikOz Ltd Music NSW Medium

Tandanya National Aboriginal Cultural Institute Inc. Cross-artform SA Large

Tasdance Ltd Dance TAS Small

Terrapin Puppet Theatre Ltd Theatre TAS Small

The Australian Centre for Photography Ltd Visual arts NSW Medium

The Border Project Pty Ltd Theatre SA Small

The Performance Space Ltd Cross-artform NSW Medium

The Song Company Pty Ltd Music NSW Medium

ThinIce Productions Ltd Theatre WA Small

Topology Inc Music QLD Small

Tracks Inc Dance NT Small

Tutti Ensemble Inc Cross-artform SA Small

Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts (t/u Umbrella Studio Association) Visual arts QLD Small

Umi Arts Ltd Cross-artform QLD Small

Urban Theatre Projects Ltd Theatre NSW Medium

Version 1.0 Inc Theatre NSW Small

Wangaratta Festival of Jazz Inc Music VIC Small

West Australian Youth Jazz Orchestra Association Music WA Small

Yirra Yaaking Aboriginal Corporation Cross-artform WA Medium

Young People and the Arts Australia (YPAA) - ASSITEJ Australia Theatre QLD Small
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